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Pipeline Datasheet  

Cable operators continue to be challenged by the 

explosion of subscriber data usage as well as video traffic 

from over the top (OTT) competitors. As people consume 

more data than ever before, it is imperative for operators 

to move towards an infrastructure for cap-and-charge or 

other usage-based billing (UBB) mechanisms in order to 

succeed.  

In anticipation of UBB, operators need to first acclimate subscribers to the 

concept of usage accounting. They can build portals to make subscribers 

aware of their usage and include usage data in monthly bills long before 

transitioning to UBB. Yet to do so, operators must have granular, real-time 

visibility into subscriber consumption to feed into existing and next 

generation B/OSS frameworks. 

While IPDR usage data is a critical step to achieving UBB and other business 

benefits, there exists a wide variety of IPDR data which can empower 

numerous use cases. 

 

Use case IPDR provides 

Metered billing 
Per CM/service usage accounting for both static and 
dynamic data services to feed billing mediation, rating, 
settlement 

Usage management 
Per CM/service usage byte counts for both static and 
dynamic data services 

Service assurance 
Detailed DOCSIS network status information from signal 
quality to per CM device diagnostics  

Commercial services 
Availability and performance metrics to support Service 
Level Agreements (SLAs) and Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) 
services 

IPTV 
Standard interface for subscriber IP multicast viewing 
events and settlement 

Asset management 
Auto-discovery of ‘edge’ assets and node combining and 
topology relationships 

Capacity management 
Enhanced utilization measurements of all DOCSIS layer 
interface for ‘Just in Time’ capacity upgrades 

Service optimization 
Data-driven decisions regarding service tier cost and 
identifying ‘up sell opportunities’ 

Key benefits  

• Support usage accounting 

and usage-based billing, 

with highly granular and 

accurate subscriber 

behavior data 

• Audit usage data and 

proactively pinpoint the 

source of any usage 

discrepancies introduced 

during any stage of the 

metering, rating and 

billing process 

• Resolve customer billing 

disputes, with granular 

visibility into service 

consumption and 

subscriber behavior 

• Manage network 

congestion and enforce 

fair use policies to 

safeguard quality of 

service (QoS) for all 

subscribers 

• Allow concurrent access 

by multiple B/OSS 

applications to 

information derived from 

IPDR streams 

• Enjoy as much as a 10:1 

reduction in hardware 

costs, data center rack 

space and power 

consumption with 

unrivaled performance 

and scalability 

• Modular architecture -

deploy only what you 

need 
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Guavus Pipeline is a comprehensive IPDR collection, mediation and 

correlation platform that enables MSOs to fuse IPDR data with other 

information, such as customer care, network and application data, to gain 

detailed insights into subscriber usage and behavior. Pipeline integrates 

seamlessly with operators’ existing infrastructure and back-office systems. 

Pipeline is fully next-gen-ready, providing support for DOCSIS 3.0 and 3.1 

service definitions, as well as support for CCAP and DPoE infrastructures. 

These network technologies are essential as MSOs modernize their 

infrastructures to offer subscribers speeds of up to ten gigabits per second. 

Figure 1. Pipeline’s  modular architecture allows you to deploy only what you need 

Reduce operational cost and increase customer 
satisfaction with Guavus Pipeline 

Guavus Pipeline is the world’s fastest IPDR mediation platform, enabling 

massive scale collection, metering and correlation of per subscriber usage 

data in real time for the world’s largest service providers. It ingests and 

transforms IPDR data for use by B/OSS applications across operations, 

IT/billing, engineering and product. Pipeline enables usage accounting and 

usage-based billing, revenue assurance through auditing and deviation 

analysis, network and service planning, and congestion mitigation. 

Figure 2. Pipeline provides a granular view into subscriber and device data 

Guavus Pipeline 

products 

• Pipeline Pump 

• Pipeline Refinery 

• Pipeline TrueUp 

• Pipeline Meter & Gate 

• Pipeline Emulator 

 

 

 

 

Seven of the top 10 

North American 

MSOs with IPDR 

systems use 

Pipeline 
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Pipeline’s proven performance is unrivaled by any other IPDR stream 

collection and processing technology in the marketplace today. Designed from 

the ground-up to address the unique needs of Cable’s scale and data network 

architecture, Pipeline fits perfectly into the MSO’s B/OSS. Highly optimized 

software enables operators to collect IPDR streams representing millions of 

CM devices in a small hardware footprint, resulting in as much as a 10:1 

reduction in hardware costs, data center rack space and power consumption. 

Pipeline is composed of five components: 

• Pump: Responsible for the robust collection, mediation and routing of 

IPDR data. It performs real-time low-level remediation of inbound 

DOCSIS IPDR streams to improve data quality while transforming IPDR 

data from vendor-specific formats to a mediated form for all B/OSS 

applications to consume. Pipeline Pump processes data from current 

and next-gen network equipment (CMTS, CCAP and DPoE systems) for 

usage accounting and other B/OSS applications. 

• Refinery: Correlates DOCSIS record events and generates the 

industry’s most accurate metered data for B/OSS-wide data 

distribution. It provides DOCSIS usage reporting on a wide variety of 

timescales and in a variety of formats, which can power numerous 

usage-based billing models. 

• TrueUp: Performs independent usage calculations on IPDR data for 

revenue assurance, and uses these results to audit usage data from 

the Refinery and from the operator’s billing system to ensure that 

usage calculations are consistent across platforms and in compliance 

with organizational policies, regulatory requirements and industry 

standards.  

• Meter & Gate: Detects usage policy violations and automates policy 

enforcement via its proven PacketCable Multimedia interface 

• Emulator: Scalability test bed for IPDR B/OSS applications. It provides 

powerful modeling and simulation of IPDR streams for DOCSIS networks 

to enable right-sizing of B/OSS systems which handle usage data. 

 

Cable operator pain point Pipeline benefit  

Increasing amount of data is being used by their subscribers 
and OTT competitors, increasing CapEx and hurting the 
bottom line 

• Enables you to generate bills based on data usage with a 
highly accurate, scalable IPDR streaming technology. 

• Supports cap-and-charge, true UBB and other billing 
models 

Want to go to usage-based billing eventually, but worried 
about subscriber acceptance/blow-back 

• Enables you to add usage portal to website and usage 
portion to monthly bill (without associated costs) 

Small number of subscribers use a disproportionate amount 
of data, causing network congestion and negatively 
impacting the QoE for many 

• Identifies the heaviest users at any given time and, if the 
network is congested, the rate limit for the top users will 
automatically be lowered until they are no longer in the 
top category  

SNMP load on CMTS is too high. CPU or out-of-memory 
issues have impacted telephony/other services. 

• Reduces CPU and memory by collecting much of the 
same data as SNMP in a more controlled fashion 
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Pipeline Pump: Generate the industry’s most accurate 
usage-based billing-ready data  

Guavus Pipeline Pump is the industry’s fastest universal DOCSIS IPDR 

collection and stream processing technology. It is a high availability software 

platform, residing at the edge of the DOCSIS access network, which performs 

real-time IPDR collection, mediation, and routing. 

As a comprehensive IPDR mediation platform, Pipeline Pump provides a single 

unified collection layer for all DOCSIS CMTS vendors and protocol versions. 

The Pump supports emerging DOCSIS network elements such as CCAPs and 

DPoE Systems as well as new data sets for DOCSIS 3.1, in addition to existing 

DOCSIS 1.1, 2.0 and 3.0 IPDR Service Definitions. Operators are able to 

perform critical usage-based billing and usage metering applications – 

regardless of the data source. 

Figure 3. Pipeline Pump collects and processes IPDR streams for use by B/OSS and 

billing applications 

Pipeline Pump performs low-level remediation of inbound DOCSIS IPDR 

streams to improve data quality while transforming IPDR data from vendor-

specific formats to a mediated form for all B/OSS applications to consume. 

Highlights:  

• The fastest DOCSIS IPDR collection and stream processing technology 

• Supports emerging DOCSIS technology, including CCAPs, DPoE 

systems and DOCSIS 3.1, and next-gen data models such as Service 

Flow QoS, IP Multicast and MEF 

• Intelligently distributes IPDR data streams to multiple B/OSS 

applications for concurrent use  

Pipeline Pump 

minimum system 

requirements 

• Operating system – 

Redhat EL7.0/CentOS 

7.0 or later (x86_64)  

• Hardware – 64-bit 

quad-core 1.6GHz  

• Disk space – 300GB 

• Memory – 1GB per 

CPU core 

 

Supported 

equipment by vendor 

• Alcatel/Lucent 

• ARRIS 

• Casa Systems 

• Cisco Systems 

• Commscope 

• Gainspeed 

• Oliver Solutions 

• Sumitomo 

 

“Pipeline Pump’s 

performance 

exceeded the 

advertised 

product 

benchmarks. In a 

network of our 

size, the Pump’s 

scalability 

dramatically 

reduces the 

hardware 

footprint of our 

IPDR collection 

deployment.” 

Systems Engineer, 

Leading Tier-1 MSO 
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Pipeline Refinery: Reduce data volume by up to 100x  

The Guavus Pipeline Refinery enables intelligent streaming processing, 

correlation and metering. Massive volumes of low-level DOCSIS network 

events are fed into the Refinery and transformed into key subscriber, service 

and network metrics for billing and other applications. The Refinery’s derived 

metrics and usage meter records are then made available to other Pipeline 

modules or third party applications through open interfaces.  

Independent audits have shown the Pipeline Refinery to produce the most 

accurate mediated usage data available in the marketplace today. 

Figure 4. Pipeline Refinery receives DOCSIS data from Pipeline Pump and transforms 

the data for use by business applications 

Pipeline Refinery performs low-level computation on DOCSIS network streams 

at the broadband edge to help you realize a data volume reduction of up to 

100x – substantially reducing database load, centralized processing cost and 

simplifying analysis in downstream systems. The Refinery’s stream processor 

evaluates both current and historical network events to calculate key 

subscriber usage, topology, capacity and service assurance metrics in real 

time. These key metrics are available to all stakeholder groups and 

applications within your B/OSS infrastructure. 

Highlights: 

• Substantially reduces database load and centralized processing costs, 

and simplifies analysis in downstream systems by performing 

metering at the broadband edge 

• Provides the industry’s most accurate, billing-ready subscriber usage 

data in real time 

• Enables intelligent network asset, capacity and security management 

by identifying all devices in your DOCSIS network 

Pipeline Refinery 

minimum system 

requirements 

• Operating system – 

Redhat EL7.0/CentOS 

7.0 or later (x86_64)  

• Hardware – 64-bit quad-

core 1.6GHz  

• Disk space – 500GB 

(2x250GB 10K RPM, 

SATA or SAS) 

• Memory – 2GB per CPU 

core 

 

 

“The Refinery’s 

embedded 

correlation 

capability provides 

us with key 

subscriber, service 

and network 

metrics in real-

time - enabling 

multiple 

northbound B/OSS 

applications with 

required 

information while 

significantly 

reducing the cost 

of storage and 

complexity of our 

data mediation 

system.” 

Systems Engineer, 

Leading Tier-1 MSO 
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Pipeline TrueUp: Improve customer satisfaction and 
maximizes operational efficiency with revenue assurance 

Guavus Pipeline TrueUp is a revenue assurance module that audits disparate 

operator usage accounting systems to ensure consistency of usage 

calculations across systems. TrueUp correlates raw IPDR data from the network 

with usage data from Pipeline Refinery as well as the data from the operator’s 

billing system. By providing an accurate and complete view of subscriber 

usage data, TrueUp enables operators to ensure compliance with 

organizational policies, regulatory requirements and industry standards. 

TrueUp identifies when operational issues exist and empowers care teams to 

quickly resolve subscriber disputes. 

Figure 5. TrueUp provides a detailed, interactive view of the customer’s usage data and 

indicates any discrepancies between the various usage accounting systems. 

Highlights:  

• Confidently resolve customer disputes with a complete, 

granular access to customer usage history: care agents can 

quickly identify the subscriber’s peak usage times and efficiently 

resolve customer data usage disputes. 

• Improve customer satisfaction by proactively identifying 

customers impacted by usage metering discrepancies: 

TrueUp can proactively flag discrepancies between the usage billing 

system and the usage meter so that they can correct the issue without 

subscriber intervention 

• Readily understand the severity/impact of discrepancies:  

while inconsistent data sets may undermine subscriber confidence, 

not all discrepancies impact customer satisfaction or generate 

complaints. For instance, when billed usage is lower than what other 

Pipeline TrueUp 

minimum system 

requirements 

• Operating system – 

Redhat EL7.0/CentOS 

7.0 or later (x86_64)  

• Hardware – varies with 

network size 
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usage meters indicate, customers seldom complain. However, billed 

usage that is higher than, say, the subscriber usage portal will 

generate complaints. TrueUp’s configurable heat scale allows users to 

readily distinguish between discrepancies that are very low, low, 

within bounds, high and very high. 

• Identify root causes of discrepancies that exist between 

usage metering systems: TrueUp quickly discovers the root cause 

of these differences, along with customers who are most impacted, so 

that operators can take corrective action. For instance, the issue may 

be arising from one CMTS, or one type of CMTS, or perhaps following 

an OS upgrade. 

Pipeline Meter & Gate: Deliver superior QoE with 
automated policy enforcement and congestion  
mitigation 

Guavus Pipeline Meter & Gate provide a robust, usage rating/policy system 

and programmable Policy Server (PS) that enables cable operators to 

dynamically provision individual subscriber service flows and enforce network 

rules such as FairShare to maximize QoE and minimize congestion. 

 Guavus Pipeline Meter’s policy-based management capability provides you  

with a new way to allocate DOCSIS network resources according to pre-

defined business rules. These rules represent your service delivery goals and 

operational best practices for sustaining your network while assuring each 

subscriber’s quality of experience (QoE). Bandwidth rules take the form of “if 

condition, then action.” 

Pipeline Meter & Gate allow operators to implement a FairShare policy where, 

during times of network congestion, the top n% of users can have their rate 

limits reduced by x% until the congestion is mitigated or until non-

conformant subscribers are no longer on the “top talkers” list. 

Highlights:  

• Provides usage rating against acceptable-use policy rules 

• Maximizes QoE while minimizing network congestion by only 

impacting top talkers 

• Rapidly detects policy violations to mitigate abuse and automates 

policy enforcement & notification 

• Real-time policy engine provides immediate visibility and corrective 

action 

• Enables dynamic provisioning of individual subscriber service flows 

• Complies with PCMM and Common Open Policy Service (COPS) specs 

• Mitigates the risk of subscriber impacting outages through 1:1 

redundancy

Pipeline Meter & Gate 

minimum system 

requirements 

• Operating system – 

Redhat EL7.0/CentOS 

7.0 or later (x86_64)  

• Hardware – 64-bit quad-

core 1.6GHz  

• Disk space – 500GB 

(2x250GB 10K RPM, 

SATA or SAS) 

• Memory – 2GB per CPU 

core 

 

 

“We required a 

way to quickly 

detect and act 

upon subscriber 

overconsumption 

causing 

congestion events 

occurring in our 

DOCSIS networks. 

Pipeline Meter & 

Gate enabled us to 

automate 

bandwidth policy 

goals to meet our 

service delivery 

objectives with 

flexible business 

rules and the 

lowest mean time 

to detect.” 

Network Security Engineer, 

Leading Tier-1 MSO 
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Summary 

The arrival of next-generation network architectures and service standards 

are enabling operators to increase capacity and guarantee a higher QoS for 

subscribers, ensuring revenue assurance teams are able to better manage 

the profitability of their network environments.  

By correlating network IPDR data with information from billing and customer 

care, Pipeline enables MSOs a 360 degree view of the customer experience. 

As a result, operators can manage consumption and allocate network 

resources more effectively, while providing transparency and accuracy on 

subscriber usage. This gives care teams the ability to resolve any billing 

disputes with confidence, while enabling faster delivery of new services in 

the future.  

 

About Guavus 

Founded in February 2006, Guavus has been built from the ground up to 

unlock the value of operational, sensor and network-generated Big Data to 

reduce the economic and technology risk associated with deploying a 

traditional business intelligence solution. The Guavus Reflex
® 

Platform can 

transform massive volumes of unstructured data into compact and usable 

data sets, making them functional for multiple applications. The company’s 

suite of decisioning applications for network, marketing, monetization and 

customer care contain contextually-aware insights that trigger business 

processes at the exact moment of need and enable more timely and 

intelligent decision-making. Global Tier-1 Communication Service Providers 

(CSPs) utilize Guavus Big Data analytics solutions to control costs, maximize 

profits and deliver an enhanced end-to-end customer experience.  


